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Description

TECHNICAL FIELD

[0001] The present invention relates to an arrange-
ment for fitting a locking device in an openable and clos-
able element of a predetermined thickness, such as a
door or a window, there being disposed interiorly in the
element a lock chamber through which extends a rod
with a handle on either side of the element, and there
being disposed between each handle and the element a
washer or a cover plate through which the rod also ex-
tends, and the rod being, in response to the predeter-
mined thickness, insertable to a greater or lesser extent
in an aperture in at least one of the handles and is fixable
there by means of a adjustable coupling.

BACKGROUND ART

[0002] In the fitting of handle arrangements of the tra-
ditional type, it has previously been common practice that
the rod which extends through the door or the window
must be adapted in length, i.e. often cut, depending upon
the thickness of the door or the window. In addition, those
washers or cover plates through which the rod extends
have normally been mounted in place using through-go-
ing screws which have been cut to the intended length
depending upon the thickness of the door or the window.
Such a detailed adaptation of the components included
in the handle arrangement have often proved to be com-
plicated and time-consuming.
[0003] Publication WO 2005/047627 discloses a han-
dle arrangement where the rod which extends through
the door or the window has an adjustable coupling by
means of which one end of the rod is variably fixable in
a handle.
[0004] Publication US435250 discloses a handle
arrangement according to the preamble of claim 1.
[0005] According to this document, the handle has an
insertion opening for accommodating the above-men-
tioned rod, which, on its free end, is provided with a groov-
ing for cooperation with a locking element disposed in
the opposing handle in the insertion opening.
[0006] The locking element is designed as a part of an
insertion sleeve which is insertable in the aperture of the
handle. For ensuring a locking engagement between the
locking element of the insertion sleeve and the grooving
of the rod, there is provided in the handle a threaded
opening with a grub screw.
[0007] Granted, this construction permits adjustment
of the handle proper in response to the thickness of the
door or the window, but does not permit a corresponding
simple fitting of the washers or cover plates which are
normally provided on both sides of the door or the window
and through which the rod of the handle extends.
[0008] A corresponding adjustable coupling is also
shown in WO 2009/016174. This adjustable coupling is
not based on the use of grooves or locking teeth but rather

on a "jammed draw effect" in an obliquely inclined annular
spring which surrounds the rod which extends between
the two handles.
[0009] Further examples of adjustable couplings of the
type in question here are disclosed in GB 161 069 and
DE 1 125 808.
[0010] The above considered prior art technology dis-
plays numerous embodiments showing how the distance
between two handles may be adapted to the thickness
of the door or the window on which the handles are fitted.
On the other hand, it is not apparent how a corresponding
adaptation is to take place in the fixing of the washers or
cover plates which are normally disposed on both sides
of the door or the window.

PROBLEM STRUCTURE

[0011] The present invention has for its object to design
the arrangement intimated by way of introduction so that
is also permits adjustable fixing of both of the washers
or cover plates which are placed on both sides of the
door or the window. The present invention further has for
its object to design the arrangement such that adjustment
may take place rapidly and simply without the need for
measurement tools and at low cost. Finally, the present
invention also has for its object to design the arrangement
so that it may simply be dismantled and refitted.

SOLUTION

[0012] The objects forming the basis of the present in-
vention will be attained if the arrangement disclosed by
way of introduction is characterised in that the washer or
the cover plate is connected to an adjustment device for
adaptation of the position of the washer or the cover plate
to the predetermined thickness and that the adjustment
device and the lock chamber are interconnectable to one
another by the intermediary of a coupling.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE ACCOMPANYING 
DRAWINGS

[0013] The present invention will now be described in
greater detail hereinbelow, with reference to the accom-
panying Drawings. In the accompanying Drawings:

Fig. 1 is an exploded view of the components included
in the arrangement according to the present in-
vention in a first embodiment;

Fig. 2 is a partly exploded view together with a section
taken through a door or a window of the com-
ponents illustrated in Fig. 1;

Fig. 3 shows the embodiment according to Figs. 1 and
2 in the assembled state;

Fig. 4 is a perspective view of a slightly modified em-
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bodiment, the fixing means of the washers or
cover plates having however been omitted;

Fig. 5 is a section through the modified embodiment
illustrated in Fig. 4 in the assembled state; and

Fig. 6 shows in detail a perspective view of a further
modified embodiment of the present invention.

DESCRIPTION OF PREFERRED EMBODIMENT

[0014] The present invention relates in general to an
arrangement in an openable and closable element such
as a door, hatch, window or the like. However, for the
sake of simplicity the present invention will only be de-
scribed with reference to use together with a door.
[0015] Referring to the Drawings, Figs. 1-3 show a first
embodiment of the arrangement according to the present
invention, and it will be apparent from Fig. 2 that, on one
side of a door 1, there is disposed a first handle 2 while
on the opposing side of the door there is disposed a sec-
ond handle 3. Permanently secured in the first handle 2
is a rod 4 of non-rotational symmetric cross section, for
example a rectangular or square cross section. As a re-
sult of its design and configuration, the rod 4 makes a
rotational interconnection of the two handles 2 and 3 but
also constitutes a connection between the handles and
a corresponding rotary portion 5 in a lock chamber 6
which is disposed countersunk in a corresponding recess
in the door. It should be noted that the lock chamber 6
may have varying dimensions, also in the thickness di-
rection of the door. It will further be apparent from Fig. 2
that the lock chamber has a dead bolt 7 which is operable
under the action of a key-activated lock. The dead bolt
which is operated under the action of the handles 2 and
3 and the rotary portion 5 is not illustrated in Fig. 2.
[0016] Concerning the door 1, it should further be men-
tioned that the left-hand side of the door in the Fig. 2
constitutes the inside of the door if the door is an outer
entrance door. The reason for this will be disclosed in
greater detail below.
[0017] As was mentioned by way of introduction, the
door may be of varying thickness where the variation
range may amount to one or a couple, possibly three
centimetres.
[0018] The rod 4 which is permanently secured in the
first handle 2 on the outside of the door is of such a length
that it is sufficient even for a door of maximum thickness.
In practice, the varying thickness of the door entails that
the projection of the rod 4 outside the outer surface of
the door 1 will be lesser the thicker the door is and greater
the thinner the door. In order to make possible such a
varying projection of the rod 4, the handle 3 disposed on
the inside of the door displays an accommodation space
8 in which the left-hand end of the rod in Fig. 1 is insert-
able. The accommodation space 8 has a profile which
corresponds to the cross section of the rod 4, whereby
a non-rotary interconnection is realised between the rod

4 and the handle 3.
[0019] In order to make for a simple fitting of the handle
arrangement according to the present invention, the rod
4 and the handle 3 have a coupling which is capable of
compensating for different lengths of projection for the
rod 4 on the outside of the door, i.e. the insertion length
in the accommodation space 8. Further, the coupling is
such that it is sufficient to insert the end of the rod in the
accommodation space for a withdrawal of the rod, or al-
ternatively a removal of the handle 3 from the door, to be
prevented. The coupling between the rod 4 and the han-
dle 3 may thereby be considered as an adjustable one-
way coupling.
[0020] The coupling between the rod 4 and the handle
3 includes, at the free end region of the rod 4, a series
of transverse grooves 9 where the individual grooves are
designed as barbs with gripping edges directed in to-
wards the door 1.
[0021] The coupling further includes a dead plate 10
which is disposed interiorly in the accommodation space
8 of the handle 3, or more precisely in a flared mouth
region thereof. The dead plate 10 or the locking spring
has, in its end edge turned to face to the left in Fig. 2,
gently downwardly directed barbs which are designed to
engage with the barbs on the grooving 9. The dead plate
10 is slightly resilient, which implies that, when the rod 4
is inserted in the accommodation space 8, the barbs of
the dead plate 10 will be lifted and allow the passage of
the barbs of the grooving 9 in order, when the movement
ceases, to fall or spring down in an interspace between
the barbs of the grooving 9 and lock against the locking
edges of the barbs directed in towards the door.
[0022] In the handle 3, the dead plate 10 is fixed with
a locking portion 11 which is accommodated and posi-
tionally fixed in a corresponding recess in the handle 3.
As a result, withdrawal of the dead plate 10 from the
handle is prevented.
[0023] Fig. 1, principally the upper part thereof, shows
in perspective an end region of the rod 4 and the dead
plate 10. It will be apparent from the Figure that the end
region of the rod has, on normal use, a vertical through-
going slot 13 with grooving 9 on both sides. The slot 13
serves the purpose of accommodating an operating por-
tion 14 on the dead plate 10 and this operating portion
is accessible by the intermediary of an opening 15 in the
underside of the handle 3 (Fig. 2). The purpose of the
operating portion 14 and the opening 15 is that, by an
upwardly directed pressure of the operating portion 14,
the locking edges 12 of the dead plate 10 may be lifted
out of engagement with the barbs on the grooving 9 of
the rod 4, whereby the handle may be simply dismounted
from the door. Further, the operating portion 14 assists
in preventing withdrawal of the dead plate 10 out of the
opening 15.
[0024] The above described adjustable coupling be-
tween the rod 4 and the handle 3 makes for a convenient
positional adaptation of the handles 2 and 3 in response
to the thickness of the door 1, and also a convenient
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fitting and removal of the handles.
[0025] As will be apparent from the Figures, there are
provided, between the handles 2 and 3 and both oppos-
ing sides of the door, washers or cover plates 16 which
conceal those openings which, from the opposing sides
of the door, lead into the lock chamber 6. These washers
or cover plates must also be able to be secured in the
door or the lock chamber regardless of how thick the door
is and regardless of the thickness of the lock chamber.
[0026] According to the present invention, the washers
16 which are placed one on either side of the door and
through which the rod 4 extends have fixing means 17
by means of which the washers 16 may be secured in
the lock chamber 6 regardless of how far inside the outer
surfaces of the door the chamber is located. The fixing
means 17 comprise an outer part 18 and an inner part
19, where the inner part 19 is turned to face in towards
the lock chamber while the outer part 18 is turned to face
out towards the washer 16. Between these outer and
inner parts there is an adjustment device 20 by means
of which the length of the fixing means 17 in the longitu-
dinal direction of the rod 4 may be varied for adaptation
to the thickness of the door 1 and the depth in to the lock
chamber 6.
[0027] The fixing means 17 have, in their outer end,
an annular flange 21 which, with a peripheral region, may
be snapped or fixed into an inner groove 22 in the washer
16. The fixing of the flange 21 in the groove 22 is such
that the union between them can transmit a torque.
[0028] The outer part 18 of the adjustment device 20
has a tubular section with an exterior thread 23 which
may be brought into mesh with a corresponding thread
interiorly in the inner part 19 formed as a sleeve. By
threading the inner part 19 in relation to the outer part
18, the extent of the fixing means in the longitudinal di-
rection of the rod 4 may be varied to such an extent that
an adaptation to a large number of door thicknesses (and
also thicknesses of the lock chamber) may be compen-
sated for. The adjustment device 20 also has a calibration
or indication which indicates which setting has been cho-
sen.
[0029] For fixing the fixing means 17 on the door, the
adjustment device 20 has, in its end facing towards the
lock chamber 6, a coupling 24 which, in the illustrated
embodiment, fixes the fixing means 17 on the lock cham-
ber. The coupling 24 includes an annular magnet which
adheres to the lock chamber 6.
[0030] In order for the coupling to have the maximum
possibility of catering for stresses which, in addition to a
pure tractive force away from the door, also include a
displacement along the plane of the door or a jerking, i.
e. a pressing of either handle up or down, it is important
that the magnet 24 has as large a diameter and as large
an abutment surface as possible against the lock cham-
ber 6. For this reason, the inner part 19 of the adjustment
device 20 is disposed externally on the outer part 18 and
the coupling 24, in the embodiment under consideration
an annular magnet, is disposed along the outer periphery

of the inner part 19.
[0031] In Figs. 1 and 3, there are shown journal mem-
bers 25 interiorly in the washers 16 which serve for im-
proving the journaling of the handles 2 and 3 in the wash-
ers or covering plates 16.
[0032] Fig. 2 also shows two different washers 16
placed vertically over one another and on either side of
the door 1. The upper set of washers 16 is, in this Figure
is intended to cover a keyhole for operating the dead bolt
7 and, for this reason, has openings 26 for allowing the
passage of a key. It should also be mentioned that the
upper and lower washers or covering plates 16 may be
continuous and in the form of a tall and narrow covering
plate, which often occurs on doors of older designs. In
addition, the handles 2 and 3 may be placed uppermost
and the lock lowermost in the vertical direction. These
upper washers or cover plates 16 in the Figure are ad-
justably secured in the lock chamber 6 in total analogy
with that described above.
[0033] Figs. 4 and 5 show a slightly modified embodi-
ment. That which differs from the embodiment described
in the foregoing is the fact that the above-mentioned rod
4 which interconnects both of the handles 2 and 3 has
been replaced by an upper rod section 27 and a lower
rod section 28.
[0034] In such instance, the lower rod section 28 is
permanently secured in the handle 3 on the inside of the
door while the upper rod section 27 is permanently se-
cured in the other handle 2. The upper rod section 27
has, at least on its outer portion, a grooving which cor-
responds to the grooving 9 described above. In a recess
29 in the lower rod section 28, there is inlaid a locking
body 30 which, on its upper side has a grooving 31 for
locking cooperation with the corresponding grooving on
the upper rod section 27. Between the locking body 30
and the bottom of the recess 29, there is a small spring
32 which lifts the locking body 30 into engagement with
the upper rod section 27. Since the upper rod section 27
has a slightly speculated entry end (furthest to the left in
Fig. 5), the upper rod section 27 may be slid into the
handle 3 on the upper side of the lower rod section 28
and past the locking body 30 so that the two groovings
may enter into mesh with one another. A withdrawal of
the upper rod section 27 is impossible because of the
design and direction of the groovings.
[0035] In order to open the above-described union, the
locking body 30 has a screw 33 by means of which the
locking body 30 may be urged down against the action
of the spring 32 into abutment against the bottom of the
recess 29 and thereby out of engagement with the down-
wardly facing grooving of the rod section 27. The screw
33 is accessible via an aperture 34 in the underside of
the handle 3.
[0036] Fig. 6 shows an alternative embodiment of the
coupling which is adjustable and which unites the two
handles on opposing sides of the door. In the Figure, the
rod carries reference numeral 4 and it will be apparent
that, like the embodiment according to Figs. 1-3 has a
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longitudinal vertical slot 13 in which a screw 35 may be
located. The screw 35 is threaded into a corresponding
thread in the handle on the inside of the door. On the
underside of the end portion of the rod 4 there is disposed
a grooving 39 whose purpose is to cooperate with a cor-
responding grooving 38 on a locking body 36 which is
lifted upwards against the rod 4 under the action of a
spring 37 which is disposed interiorly in that opening in
the handle which is provided for accommodating the end
of the rod 4. On insertion of the rod 4 in the handle, its
free end will be moved into the corresponding opening
in the handle, whereupon the locking body 36, with its
grooving 38, snaps past the grooving 39 of the rod. When
the displacement has ceased, the teeth 38 or grooving
of the locking body 36 will engage and lock with corre-
sponding teeth or grooving 39 on the rod 4. On opening
of this union, i.e. on dismounting of the rod 4, the screw
35 is threaded downwards into contact with the locking
body 36 so that this is pressed down and out of engage-
ment with the teeth or grooving 39 of the rod 4.

Claims

1. An arrangement for fitting a handle device in an
openable and closable element (1) of a predeter-
mined thickness, such as a door or a window, there
being disposed, interiorly in the element (1) a lock
chamber (6) through which extends a rod (4) with a
handle (2, 3) at each side of the element, and there
being disposed between each handle and the ele-
ment a washer (16) or cover plate through which the
rod also extends, and the rod being, in response to
the predetermined thickness, insertable a greater or
lesser distance in an opening (8) in at least one of
the handles and fixable there by means of an adjust-
able coupling (9, 10), wherein the washer (16) or the
cover plate is connected to an adjustment device
(20) for adaptation of the position of the washer or
the cover plate to the predetermined thickness, and
that the adjustment device and the lock chamber (6)
are interconnectable to one another by the interme-
diary of a coupling (24), characterised in that the
coupling (24) includes at least one magnet provided
for cooperation with the material of the lock chamber
(6).

2. The arrangement as claimed in Claim 1, character-
ised in that the adjustment device (20) includes an
outer part (18) fixable in the washer (16) or the cover
plate and an inner part (19) facing towards the lock
chamber (6), the inner part (19) on its surface facing
towards the lock chamber being provided with the
magnet and the inner and outer parts being, in the
longitudinal direction of the rod (4) adjustable in re-
lation to one another by means of a thread union (23).

3. The arrangement as claimed in Claim 2, character-

ised in that the outer part (18) of the adjustment
device (20) is fixable on the washer (16) or the cover
plate.

4. The arrangement as claimed in Claim 2 or 3, char-
acterised in that the outer part (18) of the adjust-
ment device (20) has or is connected to a journal
member (25) for journaling the handle (2, 3) in direc-
tions transversely of the longitudinal direction of the
rod (4).

5. The arrangement as claimed in Claim 4, character-
ised in that the journal member (25) has an annular
flange which extends through a corresponding open-
ing in the washer (16) or the cover plate.

6. The arrangement as claimed in any of Claims 1 to
5, characterised in that the adjustment device (20)
has an indication which shows for which door thick-
ness adjustment has taken place.

7. The arrangement as claimed in any of Claims 2 to
6, characterised in that the inner part (19) of the
adjustment device (20) is of greater diameter than
its outer part (18) and partly surrounds it.

8. The arrangement as claimed in any of Claims 2 to
7, characterised in that the outer part (18) of the
adjustment device (20) has a radially projecting
flange (21) which is fixed interiorly in a corresponding
space (22) in the washer (16) or the cover plate.

Patentansprüche

1. Anordnung zum Befestigen einer Griffvorrichtung in
einem offen- und schließbaren Element (1) von vor-
gegebener Dicke, wie einer Tür oder einem Fenster,
wobei in dem Element (1) eine Türschlosskammer
(6) angeordnet ist, durch die eine Stange (4) mit ei-
nem Griff (2, 3) auf jeder Seite des Elements verläuft,
und zwischen jedem Griff und dem Element eine
Zwischenscheibe (16) oder ein Deckblech angeord-
net ist, durch die/das die Stange ebenfalls verläuft,
und die Stange infolge der vorgegebenen Dicke um
eine größere oder geringere Distanz in eine Öffnung
(8) in mindestens einem der Griffe einführbar und
dort mit Hilfe eines verstellbaren Verbindungsstücks
(9, 10) fixierbar ist, wobei die Zwischenscheibe (16)
oder das Deckblech mit einer Verstellvorrichtung
(20) zum Anpassen der Position der Zwischenschei-
be oder des Deckblechs an die vorgegebene Dicke
verbunden ist und die Verstellvorrichtung und die
Türschlosskammer (6) über ein dazwischenliegen-
des Verbindungsstück (24) miteinander verbindbar
sind, dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass das Verbin-
dungsstück (24) mindestens einen Magneten zum
Zusammenwirken mit dem Material der Türschloss-
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kammer (6) aufweist.

2. Anordnung nach Anspruch 1, dadurch gekenn-
zeichnet, dass die Verstellvorrichtung (20) ein in
der Zwischenscheibe (16) oder dem Deckblech fi-
xierbares Außenteil (18) und ein zur Türschlosskam-
mer (6) hin weisendes Innenteil (19) aufweist, wobei
das Innenteil (19) auf seiner zur Türschlosskammer
hin weisenden Fläche mit dem Magneten versehen
ist und das Innen- und das Außenteil in Längsrich-
tung der Stange (4) mit Hilfe einer Gewindeverbin-
dung (23) in Bezug zueinander verstellbar sind.

3. Anordnung nach Anspruch 2, dadurch gekenn-
zeichnet, dass das Außenteil (18) der Verstellvor-
richtung (20) an der Zwischenscheibe (16) oder dem
Deckblech fixierbar ist.

4. Anordnung nach Anspruch 2 oder 3, dadurch ge-
kennzeichnet, dass das Außenteil (18) der Verstell-
vorrichtung (20) ein Zapfenelement (25) zum Einset-
zen in den Griff (2, 3) in quer zur Längsrichtung der
Stange (4) verlaufenden Richtungen aufweist oder
damit verbunden ist.

5. Anordnung nach Anspruch 4, dadurch gekenn-
zeichnet, dass das Zapfenelement (25) einen ring-
förmigen Flansch aufweist, der durch eine entspre-
chende Öffnung in der Zwischenscheibe (16) oder
dem Deckblech verläuft.

6. Anordnung nach einem der Ansprüche 1 bis 5, da-
durch gekennzeichnet, dass die Verstellvorrich-
tung (20) eine Anzeige aufweist, die zeigt, für welche
Türdicke eine Verstellung vorgenommen wurde.

7. Anordnung nach einem der Ansprüche 2 bis 6, da-
durch gekennzeichnet, dass das Innenteil (19) der
Verstellvorrichtung (20) einen größeren Durchmes-
ser aufweist als das Außenteil (18) und dieses teil-
weise umgibt.

8. Anordnung nach einem der Ansprüche 2 bis 7, da-
durch gekennzeichnet, dass das Außenteil (18)
der Verstellvorrichtung (20) einen radial vorstehen-
den Flansch (21) aufweist, der innen in einem ent-
sprechenden Raum (22) in der Zwischenscheibe
(16) oder dem Deckblech fixiert ist.

Revendications

1. Agencement pour insérer un dispositif de poignée
dans un élément (1) pouvant être ouvert et fermé
d’une épaisseur prédéterminée, comme une porte
ou une fenêtre, y étant disposés intérieurement dans
l’élément (1), une chambre de verrou (6) à travers
laquelle s’étend une tige (4) avec une poignée (2, 3)

de chaque côté de l’élément, et y étant disposés en-
tre chaque poignée et l’élément, une rondelle (16)
ou un couvercle à travers lequel/laquelle la tige
s’étend également, et la tige étant, en réponse à
l’épaisseur prédéterminée, insérable à une distance
plus ou moins grande dans une ouverture (8) dans
au moins une des poignées et peut y être fixée au
moyen d’un couplage ajustable (9, 10), dans lequel
la rondelle (16) ou le couvercle est relié(e) à un dis-
positif de réglage (20) pour adapter la position de la
rondelle ou du couvercle à l’épaisseur prédétermi-
née, et que le dispositif de réglage et la chambre de
verrou (6) sont interconnectables l’un à l’autre par
l’intermédiaire d’un couplage (24), caractérisé en
ce que le couplage (24) comprend au moins un
aimant prévu pour la coopération avec le matériau
de la chambre de verrou (6).

2. Agencement selon la revendication 1, caractérisé
en ce que le dispositif d’ajustement (20) comprend
une partie extérieure (18) pouvant être fixée dans la
rondelle (16) ou le couvercle et une partie intérieure
(19) qui est orientée en direction de la chambre de
verrou (6), la partie intérieure (19) sur sa surface
orientée en direction de la chambre de verrou étant
dotée de l’aimant et les parties intérieure et extérieu-
re étant, dans la direction longitudinale de la tige (4),
réglables l’une par rapport à l’autre au moyen d’un
raccord fileté (23).

3. Agencement selon la revendication 2, caractérisé
en ce que la partie extérieure (18) du dispositif
d’ajustement (20) peut être fixée sur la rondelle (16)
ou le couvercle.

4. Agencement selon la revendication 2 ou 3, carac-
térisé en ce que la partie extérieure (18) du dispositif
d’ajustement (20) a, ou est reliée à, un membre de
palier (25) pour servir de palier à la poignée (2, 3)
dans des directions transversales de la direction lon-
gitudinale de la tige (4).

5. Agencement selon la revendication 4, caractérisé
en ce que le membre de palier (25) présente une
bride annulaire qui s’étend à travers une ouverture
correspondante dans la rondelle (16) ou le couver-
cle.

6. Agencement selon l’une quelconque des revendica-
tions 1 à 5, caractérisé en ce que le dispositif d’ajus-
tement (20) présente une indication qui montre pour
quelle épaisseur de porte l’ajustement a eu lieu.

7. Agencement selon l’une quelconque des revendica-
tions 2 à 6, caractérisé en ce que la partie intérieure
(19) du dispositif d’ajustement (20) a un plus grand
diamètre que sa partie extérieure (18) et l’entoure
partiellement.
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8. Agencement selon l’une quelconque des revendica-
tions 2 à 7, caractérisé en ce que la partie extérieure
(18) du dispositif d’ajustement (20) a une bride (21)
faisant saillie radialement qui est fixée intérieure-
ment dans un espace correspondant (22) dans la
rondelle (16) ou le couvercle.
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